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MOVIE IS…
•





Roger Ebert

• The puzzle of Billy Wilder's "Double Indemnity,” the enigma 
that keeps it new, is what these two people really think of 
one another. They strut through the routine of a noir 
murder plot, with the tough talk and the cold sex play. But 
they never seem to really like each other all that much, and 
they don't seem that crazy about the money, either. What 
are they after?

https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/billy-wilder


• Wilder's "Double Indemnity” was one of the earlier films 
noir. The photography by John Seitz helped develop the 
noir style of sharp-edged shadows and shots, strange angles 
and lonely Edward Hopper settings. It's the right fit for the 
hard urban atmosphere and dialogue created by Cain, 
Chandler, and the other writers Edmund Wilson called "the 
boys in the back room.”

https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/john-seitz


• Wilder, born in Austria in 1906, who arrived in America in 
1933 and is still a Hollywood landmark, has an angle on 
stories like this. He doesn't go for the obvious arc. He isn't 
interested in the same things the characters are interested 
in. He wants to know what happens to them after they do 
what they think is so important. He doesn't want truth, but 
consequences.

• Few other directors have made so many films that were so 
taut, savvy, cynical and, in many different ways and tones, 
funny. 



Woody Allen

• “the greatest movie ever made…”



More than Night: Film Noir in its Contexts by 
James Naremore

• Double Indemnity is a definitive film noir and one of the 
most influential movies in Hollywood history.



• Double Indemnity challenged nearly a decade of the 
Production Code’s resistance to James M. Cain’s fiction.

• Breen Office report to Paramount: 3/15/43:

• 1) Depicts an attractive pair of murderers

• 2) Deals “improperly” with the theme of adultery

• 3) “Replete with explicit details of the planning of a 
murder”



Life: Film Noir: 75 Years of the Greatest Crime Films

• The film’s success helped push the boundaries of what was 
acceptable in Hollywood and continues to and continues to 
be an enduring inspiration for directors of all types.

• Lawrence Kasdan, acknowledging the film’s influence on his 
1981 movie, Body Heat: “I love the tone, the world-view, 
the cynicism, the wised-up quality of the dialogue.

• It’s one of the most entertaining films ever made.”



Billy Wilder (Director/Writer):

“George Raft turned the role down flat.  We knew that we’d 
have a good picture. He always turns the good ones down.”



Letter from a Regional Theater Owner –
Liberty Theater, Columbus, Kansas – 2/25/45

• “Big stars wasted on a gruesome murder subject. Business 
was way, way off, yet we were charged stiff prices. The 
indemnity we paid was indeed double.”



Wilder on Raymond Chandler:

• “I wanted to do the script with James M. Cain (author of 
the book) but he was doing a Western…Chandler seemed 
the best choice. Raymond was a kook, a crazy man, but he 
had a wonderful flair.”



DIALOGUE

• “From the moment they met, it was murder.” Promotional 
tag line

• “Where would the living room be?”

• “In there, but they keep the liquor locked up.”

• ”That’s okay. I always carry my own key.”

• “They say native Californians all come from Iowa.”

• “…suddenly it came over me that everything would go 
wrong…I couldn’t hear my own footsteps. It was the walk of 
a dead man.”



Film Noir: The Dark Side of the Screen by F. Hirsch

• There are vestiges throughout of the real Los Angeles, of 
actual streets and houses rather than studio-created 
replicas. The film is designed  as a series of visual contrasts 
between night and day, shadow and light.

• Wilder’s noir dramas contain the biting social comment, the 
stinging disapproval of the American way, that was to 
become his trademark.



• Double Indemnity tells an archetypical noir story of passion 
and murder that contains a sly attack on American greed, as 
money rather than romance is the lure for the films two 
conspirators…He treats their moral failings as 
representative of a generalized social condition --- the film 
is a parable of American materialism gone sour.



• Noir is the product of men, and the recurrent, indeed 
obsessive image of woman as ravenous, castrating, 
demonic creatures is after al a male fantasy. What woman 
in her right man would create a character like Phyllis 
(Barbara Stanwyck)…

• Stanwyck is the most vivid of all the tempresses in noir, the 
most relentless and unsparing. Her greatest noir role (in 
Double Indemnity) is the embodiment of menace…



•BEFORE
•THE
•MOVIE
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http://dhpsi.blogspot.com/2011/08/la-sensibilidad-de-billy-wilder.html
http://plazadelaspalabras.blogspot.com/2014/12/lenguaje-y-escritura-10-recomendaciones.html


James M. Cain



When Raymond Chandler Went to Work for Billy Wilder
When Raymond Chandler Went to Work for Billy Wilder

• When Raymond Chandler Went to Work for Billy Wilder

•WHEN RAYMOND 
CHANDLER WENT TO 
WORK FOR BILLY WILDER

• By Edward Sorel, NY Times Book 
Review, 8/22/21 



After three weeks of taking a swig 
of whiskey every time Wilder left 
their office, Chandler suddenly 
didn’t show up. Furious, Billy 
stormed into the office of Joe 
Sistrom, the producer, and found 
Sistrom reading a letter of 
complaint from Chandler, which 
contained a list of reasons he could 
no longer work with the director. 



This is how Wilder later 
remembered the list: “He couldn’t 
work with me anymore because I 
was rude; I was drinking; I was 
[fornicating]; I was on the phone 
with four broads, with one I was 
on the phone — he clocked me —
for twelve and a half minutes; I 
had asked him to pull down the 
Venetian blinds … without saying 
please.”



Wilder on Chandler
• Chandler was more of a cynic than  me because he was more 

of a romantic than I ever was. He has his own odd rules and 
thought Hollywood was just a bunch of phonies. I can’t say he 
was completely wrong, but never understood movies and how 
they work. He couldn‘t structure a picture, he had enough 
trouble with books. But his dialogue. I put up with a lot of crap 
because of that.

• When I met him, he was a quaint man. Really a weirdo. He 
was an ex-alcoholic and he really hated me. By the time I was 
through with him, I think he had started nipping again. I drove 
him back to drinking. But he sure was a talented man. 
Extraordinary talent.



Remember this as you watch! 

• The visual effects in Double Indemnity start immediately at the 
beginning of the movie and rush at the viewer throughout the film.

• In the first eight minutes of the film, the viewer has already 
experienced many of the film noir visual conventions, all of which 
communicate something about the content of the film, and all of 
which demand the viewer’s attention.



The Production Code: What you 
could show and say and what you couldn’t!        

•Look for examples of how Wilder got around the 
Production Code both in the dialogue and in one very 
specific scene.



AFTER THE MOVIE



Film Noir Reader: 4
• The visual effects in Double Indemnity start immediately at 

the beginning of the movie and rush at the viewer 
throughout the film.

• 1. The movie opens: a car speeds through dark city streets

• 2. Neff enters a dark and shadowy office building.

• 3. Neff dictates a message (voice over).

• 4. Neff in a bright and sunny day followed immediately by a 
dark and shadowy house.



• 5. A beautiful woman looks down on him (= she will 
dominate him).

• 6 Neff wanders the living room covered with black and white 
striped reflections from venetian blinds.

• 7. The woman returns and gazes into a mirror while putting 
on her lipstick. Neff stares admiringly at her reflection.



Conclusion:

• In the first eight minutes of the film, the viewer has already 
experienced many of the film noir visual conventions, all of 
which communicate something about the content of the 
film, and all of which demand the viewer’s attention.



The Production Code: What you could 
show and say and what you couldn’t!        

•Look for examples of how Wilder got around the 
Production Code both in the dialogue and in one very 
specific scene.











One Final
Question!

T

https://pngimg.com/download/38110


In later years, Billy Wilder 
said that there was only 
one thing he would 
change about Double 
Indemnity if he could. 
What was that one 
thing?





Billy Wilder (1906- 2002)


